"Why can't I decide to be happy?" This is the question that encapsulates the meaning behind Gabriele's story, the main character of the novel Il film delle emozioni (The Movie of Emotions; Calabretta 2007a, in Italian) .
Gabriele is a victim of his negative emotions, and is completely in the power of his self-blame and self-devaluative thinking, which he learns to change only at the end of the novel, thanks to creativity and to the artistic expression of his own traumatic experiences (see Sparrow and Wegner 2006) .
The novel tells of Gabriele's several attempts at writing, first, the script of an autobiographical "educational" movie on emotion regulation; and then at transforming it into a novel. In reality, it reveals itself as a book popularizing the most recent scientific knowledge on psychology of emotions; as a dramatization of a scientist's life-of his interior, interpersonal, and social conflicts (as well as political ones); and as a dramatization of the creative process of writing.
As we will see in this article, The Movie of Emotions is a very particular novel that has much to do with creativity viewed in three different aspects-creativity in the novel's structure, creativity in the process of the novel's creation, and proposed techniques to increase creativity.
The Novel's Structure Is Experimental, Complex, and Hypertextual
The Movie of Emotions is an experimental book that can be defined as a novel. The validity of this definition is confirmed by several e-mails from readers of the book in which it is possible to see their process of identification with the main character of the novel, Gabriele. However, it is a very particular novel, a type of borderline literature that mixes registers and genres and does not fall within one classification: novel, autobiography, essay on emotions, movie screenplay, diary, and also a manual on how to live (as defined by Italian literary critic Filippo La Porta in the newspaper Il Messaggero).
Recently in the journal Nature, Rohn (2006) defined a new literary genre, "laboratory literature" (lab-lit). These are novels "containing realistic depictions of scientists plying their trade," and, therefore, are different from fanciful science fiction. Perhaps The Movie of Emotions belongs to this genre. Or better, paraphrasing Dyerassi's definition, it is a "structural science-in-fiction novel"; i.e., it belongs to a new literary genre or sub-genre in which a novel's structure conveys scientific theories (e.g., complex systems theory principles: emergence, adaptive behavior, (un)predictability; Calabretta, in preparation) and research results (research work on the evolution of brain modularity; Calabretta et al. 2000) .
The book tells the story of Gabriele, a researcher for the Italian National Research Council (CNR). His biography, daily work, conflicts, and the evolution of his personality are laid out. In other words, at the beginning of the book, the reader discovers the origins and existential problems of the main character; later in the novel, the reader is hit with a succession of coups de théâtre and is convinced of the definitive change in Gabriele's personality. It is a complex structure in which there is a prologue, an epilogue, a beginning, and an end to the story; the middle, a predominant section of the book, is called "Files." These files look like computer files with a file name and a file extension (e.g., "Diary.doc"), and in the book are pasted together without any apparent order. Thus, most of the novel's structure is created by dropping the typical book constraint of having chapter divisions. As a result, the structure is composite: It is not divided in chapters, but is a digital miscellany made up of a variety of materials set in different typographical styles (that construct the aesthetic architecture of the novel): diary pages, sketches, email exchanges, summaries of films, bits of the news, parts of film scripts, excerpts from scientific papers, jottings. There is even a file denominated as "TitoloLibro.doc" (BookTitle.doc), in which Gabriele lists all the alternative possible titles for his book. The novel's structure is also a metaphor for human brain structure: the "files" section reminds us of the emotional memory stored in the amygdala and hippocampus memory systems (see Dolcos et al. 2005) ; the prologue, the epilogue, and the beginning and end of the story remind us of the frontal lobes of the cerebral cortex, which are involved in the control of movement, in the regulation of emotions (see Davidson 2002) , in the suppression of emotional memories (see Depue et al. 2007) , and in working memory, planning, organizing, and problem-solving.
According to La Porta (2004), the more interesting literary experimentation has not to do with language or transgression practices but with a free mixture of genres that comes from the urgency of finding reality again or renaming it. This definition applies to The Movie of Emotions. The novel's structure mixes the classical dramaturgical division of three acts with the chaotic features of our times. As has already been said, the book is mainly a fragmented and modular combination of files: This original structure represents a metaphor of the nature of modern man's work activity plunged into technologies that prevent him from concentrating and working on the same task for more than four minutes before being interrupted by e-mails or cellular phone text messages. Moreover, reading the whirling succession of files, of which the novel is composed, is reminiscent of the working activity of modern man as he jumps from one computer file to another. Readers have very much appreciated this feature because it allowed them to undertake a fragmented reading of the book. Some readers did a very original reading: first they read all the diary pieces; then all the movie script pieces; then all the scientific paper sections; and so on. There is also another hypertextual aspect to the book. It tells the story of Gabriele, and apparently there are no other main characters, only secondary characters, which are not defined in their personalities. In reality, the story of Gabriele is enriched by the characters of the movies cited in the book, which have been selected with this specific function, with a multiplicative effect. For example, in the novel the personality of Michela-Gabriele's companion-is only sketched in, but it acquires character dimension if the reader recalls the personality of Grazia, the main character of the successful Italian movie Respiro (Crialese 2002) .
The reader of the book thinks that the structure of the novel is linear from a temporal point of view. At the end of the book, he understands that the entire story unfolds during an hour-long run in Aniene Park in Rome on the last day of the year, during the course of which Gabriele has a flashback of the whole year that has gone by (i.e., 2003) . A similar process happens with emotions in our brain. For example, when you have to make a complex decision, you think that you are considering future rational consequences of possible alternatives; in reality, the body's nonconscious somatic markers of past emotional experiences will direct attention and guide advantageous behavior in the decision process (Bechara et al. 1997) . As with the book's structure, this is a sort of emotional flashback. At the end of the novel, as a coup de théâtre, Gabriele discovers that many decisions of his life have been unconsciously guided by emotions.
According to the editor of the novel, using the definition of literary critic Moretti (1996) , the book is an example of "world-text" (tendency to digressions, weak conclusions, stream of consciousness, aspiration to totality, encyclopedic drive toward totality, etc.); while taking the Enzensberger definition, the book is an example of an "Alka-Seltzer" novel that, like the tablet in water, crumbles in thousands of narrative bubbles. Gabriele's identity is a puzzle that the reader creatively reconstructs by means of the accumulation of details scattered throughout the book in the narrative forms (in the diary, in the e-mails, in the scientific papers, in the movie script; as well as in the appendix and the lists (with notes) of the books read and movies seen). The identity of the main character also emerges from the languages of the different narrative forms present in the novel: from the first-person direct and colloquial language of the daily diary to the third-person formal and aseptic language of the scientific paper about the emotions at work, along with the strong evocative language of the movie's story and screenplay. In the movie's story, in particular, Gabriele's actions, dramatic requirements, standpoint, manner, and changes are described.
The Novel Dramatizes the Process of Its Creation
Some Italian literary critics have defined The Movie of Emotions as "new, original, courageous, audacious, that forces all the genres" (Galateria D., personal communication, January 2007). To better understand from where its originality is derived, it is useful to take a quick look at the different phases of the novel's creative process.
I decided to write this book because the same thing happened to me that happens to Gabriele in the novel. As a researcher at CNR and a professor of educational technologies at the University of L'Aquila, I received a proposal to teach a course in work and organizational psychology at the University of Rome. In order to prepare the course lessons, I started to study the literature on the topic, and being an emotive person, I became very interested in the relationship between emotions and work environment and organization. Because of research fund cuts, the said course at the University of Rome was never activated, but I decided to popularize the large amount of material that I had studied.
The project began in the form of a scientific paper on the psychology and neuroscience of emotions; then, it was transformed into a screenplay for an autobiographical movie on emotions. Nevertheless, in 2002, even famous Italian movie directors had difficulty finding money for making their movies: eventually, the screenplay became a novel.
